Travel in a Covid Environment: Your Role as Our Guest
At Alaska Wildland Adventures (AWA), we strive to provide travelers like you with a safe,
comfortable, and enjoyable Alaska experience while you are in our care. Our staff undergo
rigorous and ongoing training throughout the year and follow the best practices in our industry to
ensure a high-quality experience.
Your safety and enjoyment are our top priorities. Given the uniqueness of the current Covid
travel environment, we ask our guests to acknowledge and abide by a simple set of guidelines
while at our lodges or while participating in a trip with us to ensure your safety and enjoyment as
well as the safety of others you may encounter while on tour. When we all work together in a
spirit of cooperation and care for one another, compassion and kindness can lead the way to an
even richer Alaska experience!
By participating in an Alaska Wildland Adventures experience, you agree to the following Code
of Conduct:
• I agree to take personal responsibility for my own health and well-being while in Alaska,
to be cognizant of others and to practice social distancing when possible.
• I acknowledge there may be times when social distancing is not feasible during my trip,
given the nature of the tour or experience on which I am reserved. When social
distancing is not realistic, I agree to wear a properly fitted face covering. Times when a
face covering may be required include:
o During group transportation; on guided activities where physical distance in
between travelers is limited; inside main lodges or other shared spaces where
other guests or staff are located; and anytime when asked to do so by AWA staff.
o If I am booked on a multi-lodge vacation program with AWA or visiting properties
outside of those directly owned and operated by AWA, I agree to wear a mask
when asked by other qualified guides and hospitality staff.
• I agree to follow any system a guide or manager sets up at meals, on activities, in
shared spaces or at any other time, in order to protect the health and wellness of other
travelers.
• I agree to use hand sanitizing systems and practice good self-hygiene.
• I agree to respect the perspectives of all AWA guests and guides on the tour regarding
Covid-19 precautions and risk mitigation, even if they differ from my own. I acknowledge
other guests are asked to do the same and that – together – we can create a safe,
healthy, and enjoyable environment.
• If I am unwilling to comply with these guidelines at any time during my stay, I understand
that AWA staff reserves the right to respectfully remove me from any trip at any time; I
am responsible for any and all expenses which result from my actions.

